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• Citi ,soaked in history and meets all 
requirements of the present not in vain 
was included in the UNESCO World 
Heritage list.
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 The "Garden of Eden" or "Eden". So is 
impressive in its scope and filling facility. It 
clearly shows the relationship of all living 
things and man's dependence on plants. 
This project successfully combines science, 
technology, education and Contemporary Art
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Buckingham Palace
• After 3 years, 1837h., When Queen Victoria 

came to the throne, the palace was virtually 
impossible to live. Most of the windows did not 
open in 1000. In 1853 was built ballroom. King 
Edward VII was born in this palace 1841h. and 
then died in 1910. Despite the fact that 
extravagance apartments of the palace, which 
houses many family treasures that are not all 
lived in it were happy.
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• "London Eye" - a giant Ferris wheel. What 
is in London.

London Eye
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Oxford
• Oxford - the world-famous university town 

founded in the XII century. University 
buildings and other attractions can be 
viewed struck the city on foot or by making 
a sightseeing bus tour.
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Big-Ben

• Huge construction of Stonehenge - a 
stone puzzle in the heart of Europe as a 
monument called the vrazhuyuchyy one 
researcher Dr. Trever Umlmor. Now 
archaeologists have agreed in opinion that 
this arhitekrurnyy monument appeared in 
three stages between 3500 and 1100 
biennium. BC
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Stonehenge

• Huge construction of Stonehenge - a 
stone puzzle in the heart of Europe as a 
monument called the vrazhuyuchyy one 
researcher Dr. Trever Umlmor. Now 
archaeologists have agreed in opinion that 
this arhitekrurnyy monument appeared in 
three stages between 3500 and 1100 
biennium. BC
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Palace of he Holy 
Yakova

• . Palace of the Holy Yakova served Official 
residence of the King of the time until it 
was replaced by the present Buckingham 
palats. Do Only the Tower Guard Room, 
Presence Chambery and royal chapel
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Trafalgar Square

• Pigeons that live in the area Trafalgar 
Square here from the English alphabet 
coasts cliffs. Now their rocks-cross church 
of St. Martin, the dome of the National 
Gallery and tryuholka Admiral Nelson, who 
is a 44-meter column
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